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CHAPEL TO-DAY
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Commencement Will be Held June 6 in Amphitheater;
"Sneak Day" Planned, Cap And Gown Bid
Open; Gridiron Dinner Will Be May 30
President Rex Moorehead, Commoner, presided over the
first meeting of the senior class in the Administration building last Thursday, and appointed various committees for
graduation exercises. Class Day, and the Gridiron Banquet.
Commencement was announced to be held Friday, June
6, at 4 p. m. in the University Amphitheater, weather permitting.
Harriet McKnight is
chairman of the invitation committee which includes Vera Welty.
Dwight Toedter and Joe Freeman.

Boucher, Immel,
Carlisle, Win
Essay Contest

Plan "Senior Sneak"
The senior class of 1941 will inaugurate "Senior Sneak Day," according to plans made at the meet- Will Collaborate With
ing. The idea is for seniors, unLowrie For National
known to the professors and unEssay Contest
derclassmen, to leave the campus
and take a day off on a day designated by senior leaders. A comEssays written on the subbined picnic and dance would be ject " Next Decade in Ameriheld on that day. The committee can Foreign Policy" by Albert
in charge includes Carl Bourne, Boucher, Leonard Carlisle and
chairman, Dwight Toedter, Dar- Vincent Immel were judged
win Mayfied, Bob Rice. Ruth Baxthe three best in the local conter and Roberta Hanline.
test, according to a statement
A committee was appointed to from Dr. S. H. I-owrie, chairentertain bids for the cap and man of the committee in charge.
gown contract for senior week acThese three men will he awardtivities.
Any student is eligible ed ton dollars each at the annual
to submit bids to the committee Recognition Day ceremonies in
for the contract for the entire May. The money is being donated
senior class.
The committee is by the BM Gee News anil the DeKex Moorhead, Bob Rice, Date bate club.
Further, these three
Good, Ruth Baxter, and Marrin men will collaborate with Dr. LowFrifsner.
rie in writing an essay to be subTo Pan Administration
mitted in the national contest.
Enter National Contest
The program for the Annual
This cooperative essay will be
Qridiron Dinner, May 30, for
senior men and male faculty mem- entered in both the regional and
bers only, is in the hands of Al national contests. Bowling (ireen
Boucher, Tony Frances and Jesse is in district V, including Ohio,
Mittleman. The purpose of the Indiana and Michigan. Nine roprogram and dinner is to get only gionnl prizes of S300 will t
men together so that talk would I awarded by William and Mary Colflow freely and the trio could j ege who are the orginal sponsors
give the administration the tradi-1 of the contest. In national comtional 'going over.' Kenneth Har-. petition, three prizes of $450 each
ger is in charge of arrangements. (will be awarded. Judges for the
Wayne Close is in charge of the' regional and national contests have
annual tree dedication ceremonies recently been announced.
In the local contest, the judging
to be held on the campus directly
committee which found the esfollowing Recognition Day.
says mentioned above as the most
Honor* Awarded
outstanding of all the essays subSeniors will be honored for high mitted included : Dr. I.owrie, Dr.
scholarship on Recognition Day B. F. Nordmann, Dean Ralph G.
also. Based on 7 semesters work, Harshman, Dr. Gilbert Cooke,
the following honors will be Dean A.
Wrey Warner. Dr.
awarded: "cum laude" for a 3.5 Charles A. Barrell, Prof Upton
average; "magna cum laude" for Palmer, Prof. W. S. Huffman and
a 3.7 average, and "summa cum Prof. John Sehwarz.
laude" for a 3.92 average.
The essays in the local contest
Committees will be making ar- contained 3,500 words each. The
rangements for the various senior essay written for the national conactivities and will report at the test which closes April must have
next meeting of the class. The 5,000.
time and date of the next meeting
will be
announced,
president
Glee Club Entertains At
Rex Moorhead stated.

Grelton Farmers Meeting

Workshop Players Will
Present 1-Acter Tonight
A one-act play will be on the
program this evening at 8 when
the Workshop Players meet in the
Auditorium. Officers will be elected for this semester.
Marshall Folts, president of the
Workshop, directa the play which
was written by Sophie Kerr. The
members of the cast are:
Eileen Pickett, Marian Baron,
Betty Hamler, Hildreth Slater,
Mary Alice Riehm, Harriet McLeon, Eleanor Carpenter, Virginia
Zeigler, and Martha Lown.

Eight members ef the Men's
Glee Club entertained at a meeting of the Farmers' Institute at
Grelton, Ohio, last week.
The
program consisted of Norman
Huffman and John Johanssen,
who gave a trumpet duet, accompanied by Professor Leon F. Faulty at the piano, the Varsity Quartette, comprised of William Cryer,
Richard Jaynes, Walter McConnell, and Meredith Cramer; a marionette show presented by Bruce
Sicgcnjhaler; and several accordian selections by Robert Berardi.
Helen Harrison accompanied the
Varsity Quartette.

Offer 4-Year Curriculum
In Journalism; Major In
Political Science
A four year course in journalism and a new selection of
courses in distributive education are the most important
changes in the
University
curriculum announced in the
new catalogue which is expected off the press March 1,
according to Dr. J. R. Overman,
dean of the College of Liberal
Arts.
The journalism courses add a
new department to the College of
REX MOORHEAD
Liberal Arts, while the courses in
Senior President Rex Moorhead, distributive education augment the
above, appointed committees for offerings of the College of Educasenior class activities this spring tion.
at the first class meeting last
Major In Pol. Science
Thursday.
Plans for commence*
New courses in political science
ment, the Gridiron Banquet, Re*
will now make it possibo to secure
cognition Day, and Class Day are
a major in that field according to
complete, he stated. Committees
the new catalogue.
A more deare making- arrangements and will
tailed program and suggestions
report at another meeting soon. for pro-professional students is
also outlined In the new bulletin.
Freshmen next fall will bs required to take a new course entitled Introduction to Education.
The requirement of 6 hours freshman Kngish has been changed to
;i hours of Knglhdi and three
hours of speech, This change afUniversity Concert Band fects the College of Education
only and does not apply to the
Will Give Program
Colleges of Liberal Arts ami BusiNext Week
ness Administration.
Catalogue Green
Dr. Harry A. Overstreet
Tin1 new catalogue \vi)l be enwill address the student body
today in the auditorium at 10 closed in a green cover with black
o'clock.
His topic will deal lettering and will feature an eight
with education and philo- page picture section containing
numerous attractive views of camsophy.
Dr. Overstreet is the noted pus scenes and activities.
Minor changes in the College of
author of the outstanding
books, "The Enduring Quest Business Administration include a
and "The Declaration of Indepen- requirement of at least 12 elective
hours in liberal non-business fields.
dence."
He is a noted authority on adult Business Ad students will also be
education and has an outstanding required to take a typing course
record for teaching. He has taught in their freshman year unless they
in the City College of New York have had two years typing in high
as the head of the department of school. If students have only one
philosophy and has also taught in year of high school typing, they
the Universities of Chicago, Cali- will be required to take one semesfornia and at Columbia and Har- ter of typing here at the Univervard Universities in the depart sity.
menta of psychology, philosophy,
A special section in the new
and education.
catalogue will be devoted to gradNext week the University con- uate instruction, outlining work
cert band will present the assem- leading to the Master's degree in
bly program at 10 a. m. in the au- nine fields: biology, business eduditorium. This will be their second cation, education, English, French,
appearance of the season and a Latin, history, mathematics and
wide variety of selections has been sociology.
arranged to entertain the students.
Mr. Smith says "There are
definitely to be some select features which will be of outstanding
interest and which will be announced in next week's paper."

Overstreet Will
Speak At 10 Today
In Auditorium

1473 Enrolled
Second Semester

Figures recently released by the
CAA Head Will Address Registrar's office ahow the total
Candidates At Assembly enrollment for 1940-41 to be 1641,
the highest in the history of the
Mr. R. A. Schram, district su- University. The second semester
pervisor of the Civilian Pilot enrollment is 1473, an increase of
Training Program, will be intro- 74 students over last year's numduced at the Chapel Hour today to ber.
arrange for a meeting with all
The enrollment includes 738
C.A.A. candidates.
Mr. Schram men and 729 women. Last semeswill outline the benefits derived ter the men outnumbered the wofrom the Pilot's Training Pro- men by 49.
gram at this time and all students
Women students exceed the men
interested are urged to attend.
in the college of educstion by 601
to 326 but the figures are reversed
in the other colleges. The men
outnumber the women in the college of liberal arts 213 to 88, in
the college of business administration 184- to 40, and in the graduate school 32 to 15.
The college of education has
for applicants for those in the
United States are: (1) Be a citi- the largest enrollment with 926
zen of the United States; (2) Be students .
The men outnumber the woof good health, and thorough examinations will be given to each men in the freshman and senior
selected applicant; (3) Be of good classes 276 to 267 and 102 to 91
In the sophomore
moral character and intellectual respectively.
ability and have suitable personal and junior classes more women
students
are
enrolled
than men,
qualities; (4) Be not over 35 years
of age; and (6) Have a practical 208 to 202 and 142 to 124. there
reading, writing, and speaking are eight unclassified students.
knowledge of the language of the
country in which- studying is to be
done.
Along with the qualifica- Gatchell Appoints Three
tions applicants are to state their To Choose Best Program
previous academic training, lanDsrl Gatchell, President of the
guage qualifications, and field of
Student Council announced that
study.
While the desire is for graduate he has selected three people to
students and professors, there be judges of the assembly prohave been cases of undergradu- grams, and to award the Student
ates securing fellowships, and it Council placque to winning Fraseems likely that more will be ac- ternity or Sorority at the end of
cepted in the future. Those stu- the term.
Two members of the faculty
dents who would like to get more
information on this subject may were selected and one member of
write to the organizations men- the Student Council. Mr. Eldon
tioned previously. Miss Warner T. Smith and Mr. M. C. McEwen
states that she will have more up- were the two members selected
to-date information on this sub- from the faculty and Ruth Hyject a little later.
mann was chosen from the Council.

South American Scholarship Exchanges
Announced For Bowling Green Students
Some university students, particularly graduate students, may
be interested in the possibilities of
securing exchange scholarships in
Latin American colleges and universities.
According to Miss A.
Wrey Warner, dean of women,
there are several opportunities
now offered and which will be offered in the near future for students in the United States to take
advantage of exchange fellowships.
Several organizations in the
United States have cooperated
with certain universities such aa
Bowling Green to make possible
exenange of students and .professors between several of the Latin
American countries and the United
States.
Such organizations include: Institute of International
Education, Latin American Student Exchange, Two West Fortyfifth Street, New York City; Carnegie Endowment for International Peace; U. S. Office of Education,
Federal Security Agency, Washington, D. C. (which is cooperating with the program of exchanges
as administered by the division of

Cultural Relstions of the Department of State).
The idea of exchange of students and professors grew out of
the Inter-American Conference
for the Maintenance of Peace held
in Buenos Aires in 1936. This
conference adopted the Convention for the Promotion of InterAmerican Cultural Relations which
provided for the exchange of professors and graduate students
among the American Republics
ratifying the agreement As of
July 1, 1940, the following had
ratified it: Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica, the Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Nicaragua,
Panama,
Paraguay,
the
United States, and Venezuela.
Under the provisions oi' the
convention the expenses which will
be paid are the traveling expenses
(paid by the sending country),
tuition, subsidiary expenses, and
board and lodging (paid by the receiving country). Passport expenses and other incidental fees
are paid by the students or professors.
In general, the qualifications

Patterson, Price Get Leads
In "Pride and Prejudice"

Plan New
Courses For
Next Year

Rex Moorhead Announces
Senior Class Committees

NO. 21

Play Will Go On March 26, 27, 28; Four Minor Roles
Yet To Be Cast; Half Of Cast Are Freshmen;
Echols, Sealock, Smith, Hiltz Get Parts
Virginia Patterson and Richard Price copped the leads
in "Pride and Prejudice" after three days of extensive tryouts last week. Virginia Patterson, a sophomore from Bowling Green, will take the roll of the prejudiced Elisabeth Bennett when the University Players' production is presented on
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, March 26, 27, and
^Findlay, will uphold the proud
portion of the title in the role of
Mr. Darey.
The cast, according to Director
Eldcn T. Smith, is complete with
the exception of four minor roles
which will be assigned later. In
order of appearance, the actors
ALBERT SPAI.DINC,
and actresses in Helen Jerome's
Squad
To
Go
To
Columbus
One of the world'* greatest viodramatization are:
For
Ohio
State
linittt, Albert Spalding. above,
Mr. Rennett
Kermit Echols
will be presented in a concert here
Meet
Hill
David Kroft
in an assembly program March
Mrs. Bennett
June Smith
12, according to a statement from
Lady Lucas
Janet Carino
Debate members from Bowling
Prof. John Schwari, chairman of
Charlotte Lucas
Elizabeth
(ireen won five debates and lost
the entertainment committee.
Mamlin
seven at Manchester, Indiana, last
Jane
Bennett
Hildreth
Slater
Thursday. John lironson and VinElizabeth Bennett
Virginia
cent Immel defeated Rose PolyPatterson
technic, Bvansville College, and
l.ydia Bennett Mary Shelton
l>e Pauw, and lost to Wayne UniMr. Darey
Richard Price
versity,
Michigan
State.
and
Mr. Bingley Dwight Toedter
Eastern Illinois Slate Normal.
Mr. Collins
Jack Dean*
Waldo Egbert and Bruce Side
Mr. Wickham Robert Sealock
botham won from Franklin ColA
Young
Mnn
Richard
33 Hour Minor Offered; lege and Eastern Illinois State
Roberts
Normal. They lost to Michigan
12 New Courses;
Captain Denny WiUard Staub
Slate;
Wittenburg;
Dcnnison.
New Faculty
Miss Bingley
Peggy Hiltz
Wisconsin; Wayne University; and
A second Young Man Ross
Loyola. Chicago.
Kistner
A department of journalism, onNext Friday and Saturday the
A Maid
Dorothy Fisher
ly new department to be announced
debate squad will travel to ColumMaggie
Clurabcllo Sekinger
in the new university catalogue!
has been created in the College of bus for the Ohio State Debate
Mrs. Gardiner
Carol Fruth
Teams which will
Liberal Art-s to beoonK effective Tournament.
Lady Catherine de Bourgh
participate are: Lawrence Kuhl
in the fall, Dr. J. R. Overman,
Lois Mayfield
Filzwilliam
Eldon Knape
clean of the college, announced to- and Bernard Kyan, John Hronson
ami Vincent Immel, Robert WhitMrs. Lake Marian Archibald
day.
ker and Robert Berardi, Bruce
Hermit Echols, freshman from
Thirty-three semester hours of Sidebotham and Waldo Egbert,
journalism will be offered, in- Marvin Pesres and Clarence Iloh- Sandusky, will be remembered for
cluding a minor in the subject. man, and Robert Morgan and Har- his work as the heavenly examiner
in "Outward Bound." June Smith,
These :W hours are made up of l'J old I'somas.
junior from Edgerton, had an outcourses designed both for students
standing part it", the Players' prodesiring professional training and
duction of "Bury the Dead" in
those following a cultural liberal
1939.
arts course.
Jack Doane, senior from Buffalo.
The present course in JournaN. Y., will be remembered for his
lism is a part of the English dework in "The Taming of the
partment and offers two courses of
Miss Myrte Jensen of the de- Shrew" and "Margin For Error."
four credit hours. They are a
three-hour newswriting course and partment of music will give the Robert Sealock, sophomore from
a one-hour laboratory course in second in a series of organ recitals Springfield, scored as the drunk,
at 4 p. m. Sunday, March 2, in Tom Prior, in "Outward Bound."
editing.
the university auditorium.
The freshman class must be
Plans have been made for the
Assisting Miss Jensen in the dramatically inclined, for it holds
addition of another instructor to vesper recital will be Mrs. Albert at hjast half of the positions in a
the faculty of the new department. Hayes, wife of Dr. Hayes of the cast of 26. Freshmen who qualified
Present courses are taught by English faculty, Miss Lois Collins for roles are: David Kroft, SanJesse J. Currier, who also is ad- of the music department, and Paul dusky; Janet Carino, Wellington;
viser of student publications and Bishop, music major. They will Elizabeth Hamlln. Bowling Green;
director of the university news play a group of two numbers for Hildreth Slater, Bowling Green;
service. The supervision and pub- two violins and piano.
Mary Shelton, Wakeman; Richard
licity work will continue to be a
The first of these Sunday organ Roberts, Sylvanis; WiUard Staub,
function of the new department. vespers was played by Miss Jen- Sanduaky; Peggy Hiltz, Norwalk;
An enlarged news service is plan- sen several weeks ago before an Dorthy Fisher, Toledo; Clarabelle
ned under the new arrangement.
Sekinger, Marion; and Lois Mayaudience of 500.
The Bee Gee News and ihe Key,
field, Bowling Green.
the two university student publiDwight Toedter is a senior from
cations, will become closer related Three College Orchestra
Toledo. Ross Kistner, from McPresents Last Concert clure, is a senior. Carol Fruth,
to this department of journalism
and will be used aa laboratories
Fostoria, is a junior. Eldon Knape
for the students of the department.
The combined orchestras of comes from Defiance snd Marian
A major in the subject may be Manchester college, Ind., Bluffton Archibald is a junior from Frenlf.-ml in the near future if the college and Bowling Green State mont.
The first performance of "Pride
department develops successfully, university presented the last in
according to Mr. Currier who, with a series of three concerts at Man- and Prejudice" is to take place a
day earlier than was formerly
Dr. Overman, has planned the new chester last Sunday.
courses.
This concludes the concerts scheduled. The third performance
Aim of the department is to given by this organization this wss added because an extensive
prepare students for practical year. The first was presented at publicity program is expected to
newspaper work, prepare teachers Bowling Green and the second at bring larger audiences from this
section of Ohio.
for supervision of high school pub- Bluffton college.
lications, and offer training in
writing-for-print for students not
interested in professional training. The course hss been planned
so that the journalism minor will
combine with s msjor in practically any subject.
Some of the new courses are:
feature writing, copy editing, press
The reel function of the motion be invented.
photography, newspaper manage- picture is that of s mirror in porAlthough these first pictures
ment, history of journalism, a re- traying American thought, senti- were crude and did not look real,
search course, typography, and ment, end ideals, William C. de the audience accepted them as a
special types of writing, including Mille, dramatist, author, snd di- convention just as they accept the
editorials, columns, and reviews. rector, told members of the Wood omission of the fourth wall.
The slow motion picture camera
County Public Forum Sundsy. Hollywood's aim Is to satisfy the pub- revolutionized the industry, Mr. de
Health Office Tr« sts 250
Mille
said, for time could be maglic, but censorship that does the
Cases In Week In Feb. thinking for the people will keep nified in the same proportion as
the movie industry from growing, space.
By 1928 the silent picture had
Information from the health Mr. de Mille said.
"Every theatre audience is made reached the peak of its developoffice reveals that there were 250
students trested during the week up of three types of people," Mr. ment. The visible parts had beof Feb. 17-21, for sn sversge of de Mille stated, using Victor Hu- come real but the flashed lines
go's words, "The thinker, the broke it up and people were be50 per day.
The ginning to stay away. It was WarOf this total 89 were respiratory crowd, snd the women."
esses, 20 were for lamp treat- thinker demsnds character, the ner Brothers' "Glorioua Betay"
ments and X-rsys, 14 for injuries, crowd action, and the women emo- starring Conrad Nagel and Dolores
14 for infections, snd six students tion. In motion pictures the crowd Costello thst upset Hollywood, for
becomes most importsnt for in the in this picture the screen spoke.
had their eyes tested.
In his lifetime, Mr. de Mille has
Grace Chspin of Findlay was United States alone it reaches 80,When a seen the berth of an art, its maoperated on for appendicitis, Feb. 000,000 people weekly.
movie reaches 1,000,000 people, the turity, its destruction, snother art
17.
One student was in the men's stage production will reach 1,000, take it8 place, and its development
infirmary for a part of the day, I and the novel 100, he continued. and maturity.
Mr. de Mille believes that teleMr. de Mille pointed out difficulMonday, Feb. 17, while taking
heat treatments. Five girls were ties he and other pioneers in the vision will not affect motion picdetained in the Shatzel Hall in- field faced 27 years ago when the tures for the public will never acfirmary the week of Feb. 16-23. 1 motion picture was in its infancy. [cept it as a substitute for the
These included Ileta Krieger, Em- There were no old masters to study ! screen play in the theatre. Mob
mabelle Stewart, Martha DeWeese, I for it had no background as do the psychology will have too great an
I other arts. A new technlc had to effect.
Peggy Curtiss and lone Geisel,

Debaters Win
Five At Tourney
In Manchester

Journalism Made
Department For
Fall Semester

Jensen Will Give
Recital March 2

"Modes Mirror Of American
Ideals,"-William C. de Mille
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Then there was the freshman
who asked if bacteria was the
rear eritranre of the cafeteria.
"A thing of beauty is a joy
forever," said Keats, who didn't
reckon on university co-eds.
when i say
my girl is the
unly one in the
world i mean
she is the only
one in captivity
Daily Texan
There is a great similarity between Caesar and Hitler. Julius
jumped into Gaul and shouted,
"Veni. Vidi. Vici!" Adolph merely
flanked the Maginot Line and
told the world, "Veni, Vidi,
Vichy!"
University Hatchet

Fragments Of Thought

THERE ARE 99 COLLbbES FOR MEN,
146 COLLEGES FOR WOMEN AND 424
CO-ED INSTrtUTIONb IN THE US
iNCLUtxMS PROFESSIONAL. NEGRO, JUNIOR
W0 NORMAL SCHOOLS HIE TOTAL IS 1.709

Announcements
Of The Week

First Dope Where do jelly fish
get their jelly?
Williams Hall girls will hold
Second Dope—From the ocean their annuul spring formal Friday
I he opinions riprnirj in tha various signed columns of this paper srs those of the currents, of course.
evening from 9 to 12 in Recreation
writers and are not necessarily shared by the
Hall.
Bee Ceo News or any other group or in.
Garnered from the Marion ColClosed Sophomore dance will be
dividual.
lege Journal:
Saturday evening in Recreation
Rigid economy—dead
Scotch- Hall from 9 to 12.
Northwestern High School swim
man.
"Ah, I've missed you!" she champions meet here Saturday
Clarence K. Streit'8 idealitttic book, cried.
Then she raised her M morning at 10.
"Union Now," which set this country volver and
again.
and parts of the world agog when it An optimisttired
is a man who tigures W.A.A. Supper hus bean postwas first published and then seemed to when he wears out his shoes he'll poned
until March 14. No definite
die down is now asserting itself with be buck on his feet again.
plans have yet been made.
the same original enthusiasm—but with
Record concert for Thursday,
a different tone.
The man who pushes little Feb. 27, at 7 p. m. in room 200 of
There are still missionaries like ducks in the pond, and the one the P. A. building.
Dorothy Thompson, who want to dem- who puts thumb tacks on electric Program:
ocratize the whole world. They argue chairs, isn't nearly so bad as the 2nd Hungarian Rhapsody Liszt
that in our form of government, we professor who gives a student a Symphony in G Minor Mozart
Lohengrin selections
Wagner
have something that is high and noble D plus.
Salome's Dance (from Salome)
which we should share with other "less
Richard Strauss
fortunate" nations—regardless if they
The concert is all-campus. Adwant it and regardless of whether or
mission is free.
not the very nature of their people will
A Sktrt Storn
allow it to work.
There were several letters writBy LAWRENCE KUHL
What we call democracy may work
ten in a dainty, feminine hand. All
were addressed to "Scott Winfleld,
for us—but it has not and will not work
in Italy, Russia, Germany, or Japan It was not a pretentious room. P.O. 3712, New York City, New
without a drastic change in the souls of It had the usual complement of York, U. S. A." All had been mailboarding house furniture. A bed, ed from London.
these individual peoples.
"Union Now" however, does suggest table, three chairs, a bureau, wash And then, in the ashtray on the
one saw the charred remsomething very vital and something bowl, a battered old bridge lamp, table,
a gas range kept the room nants of another letter. It had,
which is very necessary to the safe and
for
the
most part, been destroyed,
appearing altogether empty.
continuation of the government of the from
A well worn, threadbare carpet but there were a few fragments
United States—And that is Union Here did its best to cover the pock mark still legible. There was, for exam—among the youth of America.
cd floor.
Chintz curtains, their ple, enough of the postage stamp
There is absolutely no sense in trying gaudiness long aince faded away in remaining for one to see that it
to tell your neighbor to give his wife countless washings, framed the was British. There was also a
piece on which one could make
flowers every two weeks to keep her dingy paries of the window.
happy—just because it worked in your And yet, there was one thing out, written in a firm, masculine
case! Nations and nationalities are about the room that was distinc- hand, "—at died la—." That was
just as peculiar as the human being— tive—its neat, well-kept appear- all. The rest of the letter was a
what one will accept completely and ance. Though the carpet was worn, secret, gripped tightly by the grayblack ashes that filled the tray.
sincerely, the other will reject as bun- it was cleanly swept. Though the ishThen
one's eyes sought out the
was old and its paint chipped,
comb; one form of government may be bed
its bedding seemingly of an book. It was bound in finely
the ideal form for one nation, but would and
Morocco
older vintage than the bed itself, grained, richly tooled
never work for the nation next door or it was tidily and neatly made up. leather. It waa a copy of Shakeacross the mountains.
The chaira were at their places speare's plays, opened to the third
Therefore, since we have not arrived atound the table. The room look- act of Hamlet. And there in the
at a form of government which will ed, perhaps, as if an efficient margin, deeply scarring the rich
satisfy a majority of nations, and since housewife had just finished a hard velum, was a mark that could have
our best brains seem incapable of ever day's work in cleaning it up. But been made by the fingernail of
projecting such a form, let us look no, that was not an apt descrip- one who had been deeply moved by
around and pick up a few of the pieces tion. There was something about something Just read. It waa opthe room, something that was in- posite the lines: "For in that sleep
of this crumbling world.
and that one merely of death, what dreams may come
Hitler's sphere of influence is central tangible,
that gave him to under- when we have shuffled off this
Europe; Britain's is western Europe sensed,
stand that the room was always mortal coil?"
and Italy's is the Mediterranian basin— meticulously kept, not merely Through the window, the sun
all within five hundred miles and bord- tidied up as if for some special oc- split the dense curtain of clouds
ering each other. The United State's casion.
that had covered it all day. One
sphere of influence is NOT in Europe On the rickety old bureau, there lone beam caught the frame of the
—it is here in the western hemisphere was a once handsome comb and picture on the old bureau, and
and right in the United States—there- brush set that quite obviously had glowed there momentarily, until
fore the only Union we need worry cost a great deal when new. En- the entire frame seemed to be one
graved were the name and address mass of golden fire. Then the sun
about is the one right at home.
and darkness closed in.
You say this means isolation—but of the maker, "Macaulay's, 211, sank,
Piccadilly." There was the usual Slowly, through graying dusk, but
does it? Europe needs our resources, collection
of razor, shaving cream, inexorably it came, until what
our foods, our manufactured goods and tooth paste
and brush, and hair little of beauty the room had to ofalso our markets. In return, but to a lotion on the dresser.
fer was lost in the murky, sable
lesser extent, we need theirs. But we In the middle of the bureau, blackness that covered all. But
are much better off than the Europeans standing out above all else, rested it mattered little, for it was not a
are. So a Union with Europe will neces- the picture of a beautiful young pretentious room.
sarily mean a step down—to their level girl. It was signed. To Scott,
of poverty—to their weakest character- Love, Pat." Beneath the glass
cover of the picture was a lock
istics.
We need only worry about our rights of luxuriant, rich brown hair. All
in trade and commerce. But when the in all, there was the air of a shrine
it, humble though its surdollar is involved between us and them, about
an agreement can be evolved in re- roundings.
The table showed evidence of Editor, Bee Gee News:
gards shipping, but it does NOT re- more
recent occupancy. On it
This is a reply to the letter of
quire the United States to join the wore a packet of letters and "Eight
Williams Hall Girls" and
Union and play policeman again.
papers, a book, an ash tray, and I will endeavor to express the
"America for the Americans" is after the evening Prrts, which carried opinion of other Williams Hall
all not such a bad idea. Who else would emblazoned headlines praising the residents.
it be for—the British? So why can't Finns for withstanding another The letter which was printed in
the "News" last week is nothing
we stop meddling and stop worrying Russian assault.
about a Federation of the World? If The packet of letters arrested 1 else but insinuating abuse. Such
one's
attention.
There
were
severremarks are indicative of a group
we would only turn to our own domestic
receipts for room rent paid to of selfish and snobbish children
problems, we would be using our time al
Miss Agatha Sharp, but one notic-j who were not blessed with breedto a much better advantage.
that the last of these was ing . Their intended "satire" turns
The future of our nation is in the ed
dated three months ago, that there"
an ugly sneer which does not
Youth of Today. They must come to was no record of any payment into
befit "young ladies," and their asfeel a responsibility to the United States since. The receipts were made sinine remarks only degrade them
and to the people of the United States. out to a Mr. James Smith.
in the eyes of intelligent consid-

Union Of Youth...

- Vacancy •

Letter To
The Editor

At The
Local Cinema
AT THE CLA-ZEL . . .
Mickey Rooney is off to a flying
start again as Aandy Hardy, of the
Hardy Family, in a new comedy,
"And Hardy's Secretary." For
Hardy Family fans; good comedy.
Plays here today, tomorrow, Friday and Saturday.
One of the first pies on Uncle
Sam's military program is the rollicking comedy "Buck Privates."
Shows the inside dope and experiences of enlistees. Plays Sunday
and Monday.
Tuesday, Honor Guest Night,
brings Ruth Hussey and Robert
Cummings in "Free and Easy."
Beginning Wednesday of next
week is the great pic of the
American frontier "W e s t e r n
Union." It will play on a four
night stand and stars Robert
Young, Randolph Scott, Virginia
Gilmore and Dean .lugger. Recommended.
AT THE LYRIC . . .
Bing Crosby and Mary Martin,
warble in "Rythm on the River"
with Basil Rathbone, today and tomorrow.
Ha ul. "the traditional
Hollywood villian, is a song writer.
"Wild Horse Valley" is the story
of rustling Arabian horses. Plays
Friday and Saturday and stars Bob
Steele.
Sunday and Monday Chester
Morris, as Blarkie, solves a double
Murder.
Dashnig Tyrone Power as Diego
Vega, alias as the masked Vorro,
stars in the romantic pic "The
Mark of Zorro," playing here
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. It is the story of old California. Power returns from Spain
to find California, formerly governed by his father, in the hands
of a ruthless but cowardly tyrant.
Power displays excellent horemanship and weilds a flawless rapier.
Crowning scene is a duel between
Power and Basil Rathbone. Recommended.

Daddy, is it bad to kill?
Yea son, it is bad to kill.
Do soldiers kill, daddy?
Yes, soldiers kill, bat—
Are soldiers bad then?
No, well, that is, you see son, sometimes
soldiers have to kill.
Why, daddy?
Well, because some people are wicked, and
they have to be killed. Soldiers kill only the
bad people.
Does Germany have
soldiers?
Oh yes, Germany has
many soldiers.
Do they kill only the
bad people?
I'm afraid not. The
German soldiers, well,
they, er-r-r—
Daddy, do soldiers go
to heaven?
Why yes, of course
soldiers go to heaven.
German soldiers too?
Well, no, yes. I mean--It's just that there
are good soldiers, and then there are bad
soldiers.
When the bad soldiers kill, it is
wrong, but when the good soldiers kill it is
right.
Does God know which is the good soldier
and which is the bad soldier?
Oh yes. God knows everything.
Did God say that the English soldiers arc
good ?
Well, not exactly son, but God likes good
people, and the English are good.
Did God say that German soldiers are bad'.'
Perhaps you're just a little mixed up son.
God doesn't actually tell us these things. It's
just that we look into oud hearts, and then
we tell ourselves whether we are good or bad.
Do the German soldiers know they are bad.

daddy?

Yes, the German soldiers know they are
bad.
And do the English soldiers know they are
good ?
Yes, the English soldiers know they are
good.
Oh—

To Senator Connally of Texas sees this
week's prise of a crocheted bathtub as a master of udenttaOement. He may go to the
head of the doss. Here is fats contribution;
1 submit that under this bill (Lease-Lend)
the President is given no authority whatever
over the life of a single American citizen . . .
whatever power is given to the President to
procure arms and munitions or war supplies
must be exercised in the normal legal way . . .
the liberty of no citizen is affected by any
provision of this bill. Unquote the Senator.

•

•

Lord Halifax, ranking member of the Clivedon set and municheer, is the new ambassador
from Britian. We remember him well, for
he was very instrumental in the downfall of
Republican Spain. It now appears that he
and Cordell Hull have had a bit of a tiff,what!
Reason, not generally publicized,: that British
steamship lines in the Latin American coastal
trade keep U. S. shippers from cleaning up in
this business. Our state department has suggested that these lines are not vital to Britian

By ROBERT HABENSTEIN

and that they be sold to bolster British assets
available in U. S.
Halifax has said no and in the same breath
remarked that it would be unwise for the British to use up much more British capital now
tied up in America. Cheer up, Lord "sour
puss," your much sought-after credits will
soon be forthcoming.

•

•

•

•

Locally speaking, we might point out there
are many desirable things that our college
might possess if the state legislature would
kick in with a little more money. To those
who may have forgotten: as a state school we
must rely upon the legislature in Columbus
(home of O.S.U.) for appropriations to keep
us going. Our school is endowed spiritually
with the thanks of those who have graduated
but no millionaires have ever pitched any sizeable amount of monetary hay to this animal of
ours which we call our own. So with fingers
crossed we await the decision of the legislature. We can but hope that the budget for
the next bienium will be ample enough to meet
the needs of a growing institution.
• • s •
"Britain is headed even
faster than we toward socialism. Some nations arrive at the hateful effect
by one path, some by another, but . . . no matter
how you slice it, it is still
baloney" . . .Hugh S.
Johnson
And may we remark that no matter how
one might slice the paunchy general, the results would also be the same.

The Spigot

Lowest average for any group
was $611.58, the average for unorganized freshmen men.
The OF THINGS AND STUFF . . .
We were all sat to lam into the social comhighest, $876.82, was that of junior
mittee this week, but after talking things over
sorority members.
with Miss Warner, we decided that there
wasn't anything to lam into them for. What
eration.
Who are these complainers? brought up the whole matter was the comWere they from the Aristocracy? plaint on the part of many students which esProbably they are from the middle sentially boiled down to, "How come we have
class of society and live upon the to pay five cents to get into nickelodian
same menus at home. In an at- dances? The money supposedly goes for
tempt to make themselves obnox- records and repairs on the record player, but
ious to the ones in control of our isn't money appropriated to the social comdormitory, they will show their mittee from our activity fees to pay for this?"
characteristics of selfishness and
Which is all true. Not
nouveau riche manners. They are
only are new records
petty people.
purchased and the maIt is no simple affair to arrange
chine kept functioning
three meals per day for hundreds
by these funds, but pingof students who have different
tastes and needs. The balancing,
pong
and
badminton
variety and healthfulness of the
equipment for student
diet has impressed mc; and I apuse also is bought from
preciate the preparation of a meal
nickelodian dance rewhich has involved financial and
ceipts.
dietetic value. When we went inThe social committee
to the dormitory, we were not undoes get an appropriader any impression that it was a
tion from the student
subsidiary of the Ritz.
activity fees, which pays
It is deplorable that a few
thoughtless indivdiuals should for nearly every social function run on the
think it necessary to stoop to such campus, whether it is sponsored by the school,
a malicious and inexcusable criti- a fraternity or a sorority. It was found, howcism. In one way, it seems to be ever, that if a five cent tariff was put into
a mirror of certain groups of effect at nickelodian dances, enough money
youth in our country and could would be made to pay for another big all-camdepict this group's smugness and pus dance with an orchestra. In other words,
selfishness. We have bad so much if the committee did buy records with the
in our life that we have lost the funds allocated to it, there* would be one less
art of appreciating the convenbig danae per year. The social committee now
iences and tasks which are being
done for us at a low financial rate. has a reserve fund which it has saved from
A Williams Hall Resident the nickelodian dances which it believes will
(Name witheld on request) carry it for the rest of the year, which means

••••«

I see they're after Harry Bridges, Wetroast labor leader, again. Most of us though'
the ease was closed when Dean Landis nt
Harvard, after hearing the whole story rendered his verdict of not guilty. But apparently we were wrong. Just another illustration
of the fact that this is a government of men.
not of law. Be patient, they'll get Bridges
yet.
It appears now that we are about to become
actual belligerents in the present war. Assuming this to be true. I want to express a
hope. I hope that there will be no veterans
of this war. This sounds pretty coldblooded,
I know, but it's not. In fact. I think that it
might better be called patriotic. Presumably,
we are fighting for the future. Yet if the
society has to tolerate the existence of war
veterans, it will suffer from the presence of a
large group who will live in the past. On the
one hand they organize for the purpose of
exueting tribute from a sentimental government. And on the other hand they will attempt to build a intolerant nationalism. I repeat, if this war is to be fought for the future,
then that future will become most nearly
worthwhile if there be no hysterical war veteran to impede its realization. I'm no exception.

On The Social Side
College editors know only too well that it
is impossible to publish an absolute "free
press." Always there are a few sacred cows,
taboo and untouchable. Yet local pressure on
the harassed college ed. is now being supplemented in a very direct form by a certain National Advertising service.
National advertising accounts for a goodly
portion of the college publication revenue;
without it many schools would not have a paper. So, when the company that handles national advertising comes out in plain language
.
and demands that college
editors print, gratis,
four or five news releases favorable to the
product which is being
advertised in the college
paper, these same editors must nod their
heads and keep their
thoughts to themselves.
Privately they have a
word for it— Polite
advertizing blackmail.

•••••

News while it is news. The Ohio State
Supreme Court has just ruled that for barbers to post prices in their shop windows
does not adversely affect the health or welfare of the community! Henceforth, no barber's license shall be suspended for so doing.
Individualism rides again.

-

By
JESSE

MITTLEMAN

that the "nickel admission" nickelodian dances
will henceforth be free.

OF DRIPS AND DROOLS . . .
Orchids to Charlie Baum, even though it did
take him a while to get in the groove . . . also
to the committees in charge of the prom for
the checking services and all the other little
things that go into making such an occasion
outstanding . . . And while we're handing out
bouquets, we can't forget the Commoners for
their chapel program last week . . . they were
wise to be the first organisation to present a
program, for the "Hellsappoppin" theme was
in the minds of nearly every frat and sorority
on the campus until Commoners beat them to
it . . . And of course, the Three Kay program
. . . regardless of adverse criticism and threats
of being boycotted, we STILL detest knee
socks and we STILL like the boots . . . the
main fault with the socks is that they accent
unshapely legs and make even shapely ones
look lousy, whereas the boots hide what is often better hidden ... Did you hear about the
guy who kept his eye on his hat and coat in
a restaurant and somebody walked off with
his food? . . . Something like the fellow who
loet the jitterbug contest because one foot
touched the floor.

OF DRIBBLES AND DROPLETS . . .
Signs of the times: the one in the third
floor room filled with beds in the Women's
phys-ed hideout, "Please remove shoes before
using beds." . . . O.K., if you insist on formalities . . . Sorry we can't release any dope on
the smoking room developments, but, the matter is far from dead, and,if this** progress
as we hope they will, the result will astound
you . . . Question of the week, "What goes
ninety-nine, clop?" Answer of the week, "A
centipede with a wooden leg."
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School Boys Take Over Natatorium This Week End
Wresrfers To Scholastic Stars Here For
Varsity Club
1
Meet Toledo
Sectional Swimming Meet To Sponsor
'Y' Matmen Seven Northwestern Ohio Aquatic Teams Will Mat Battles

Natators Swim Last Meet Before Loop Aquacade
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Front row, left to right: Willard Chapoton, James Miller, Jean Bollard, John Doane (Capt.),
Robert North, Leslie Carter. Back row: Build Cox, Coach; Robert Osthimer, Donald Greetham,
Thomas Downer, Norman Robertaon, Alfred Adelman, Richard Camp, Manager.

Landismen Stop
Otterbein 5 In
Torrid Game

Natators To Close Season
Against Ball State Friday

Win By 50-45 Count;
Wittenberg Proves
Too Strong

Coxmen Will Ring Down Curtain On Successful
Season In Ball State Pool; Excellent Prospects
For Next Year's Campaign
By DICK DUNIPACE

Led by Captain Dewey Johnson,
who banged in 19 pointa to bring
his total collegiate scoring to 402
counters, the Landismen racked
up a Conference win over a strong
Otterbein quintet when they came
from behind in the last three minutes of play to lead 60-45 at the
final gun. A 67-28 defeat to the
Wittenberg Lutherans was
recorded on the Falcons tally sheet
on Tuesday night when the Stobbs
coached outfit completely
outplayed the Landismen.
The Falcons started off to their
usual early stanza lead when they
caged five fielders to Otterbein's
three. Poor ball handling and inaccurate basket shooting was displayed by both squads in the initial half but the Falcons held a
20-16 advantage at the half.
Harknesa with five baskets and
Kiah with nine pointa followed
Captain Johnson in the Falcon
scoring.
The fast breaking Wittenberg
five took over after the Orange
and Brown had held the lead for
the first five minutes

SHORT n
LACK lj
Br PAULINE.

News has just been released
from the physical education
department that a company of
modern dancers, made up to
two women and two men, are
to appear on our campus

New Sports Editor

Bowling Green State University's Falcon mermen will
end their 1940-41 swimming season Friday, Feb. 28 when
they journey to Muncie, Indiana to meet the natators of Ball
State University in a dual meet.
The negotiations for the Ball State meet were just recently made by Coach Budd Cox and as a consequence little
Information ia available aa to the*
strength of the Indiana splaahmen. After the Ball State meet the
However, it is known that Kenyon Brown and Orange will start to
College, who trounced the Brood prepare for the Ohio Conference
on two oecassions this year, has meet that is to be held at Oberlin
also added the Staters to their list on March 7 and 8.
of victims.
Also word from Huncie is to the
effect that the "cannery" splashmen have a beautiful new pool that
will afford the Coxmen the latest
In acquatic accomodations.

Varsity Wrestler* To
Continue Work
On Mat*
The newly-organized Falcon grapplers will meet their
first road opponent tonight,
when they will tangle with
the Toledo Y. M. C. A. mat
squad in the Toledo gym.
Coach Joe Glander will take
with him approximately the game
team that wrestled in the recent
Mount VtrilOn match.
Monie
Brillhart will ■gain wrestle in the
121-pound class,
scrappy
little
Bob Elder is billed for the Impound fracas, and Ken Butterfield is the choice at l.'lt> pounds.
In the middle weights, it will lie
Emerson Avery, Johnny Curtis.
Jim Showkeir. and Ivan Miklieh
in that order.
I.. V. Kbonhiick
will he the 17.ri pounder, and big
Holt McCloud will do the groan"
ing" in the tough
heavyweight
class.
Next Saturday the Brood will
lock horns with the Kinillay Oilers,
one of the strongest squads in the
small college class.

Women Golfers Form
Campus Organization
Feminine
trolf
aspirants of
Bowling Creen Stnte University
held an organization meeting Saturday morning, February 22 in
the women's lounge.
The following officers were elected to head
the newly formed Women's Golf
Club: Jean Smith, President; Ann
Murry, Vive-President; and Mary
Honor Crowlcy. Secretary-Treasurer.
The purpose of the club is to
foster interest and enjoyment in
golf among the women students of
the campus.
Meetings arc to be held at the
practice cage in the Women's
cage in the Women's Building at
10:30 every Saturday morning.
Anyone who has had nine weeks
of golf or ran pass the efficiency
test is eligible for membership.
The club is under the sponsorship
of Mrs. Morris Handrickson.
The club plans to use the practice cage until favorable weather
conditions permit the us* of the
local golf course.

Hold Meet In University Pool Saturday;
Fremont Ross Favored To Win

The University Natatorium will be occupied by seven
Northwestern Ohio high school swimming squads next Saturday afternoon and evening when they battle for the
The first annual wrestling
privilege of representing this district scholastic meet in Col- tournament,
sponsored by the
umbus later in March.
Varsity club, will open next
The teams scheduled to display their aquatic talent are Monday evening in Ine Men's
Bi'lli'vue, Fremont Ross. Lima Cen- •
Gymnasium at 8:15. The
trill, Toledo Waite. Toledo IloVilp. in. while the finals will got unbiss, Toledo Scott, and Sandusky. der way at S p. in.
Fremont Ross enters the meet
Conch Cox announced that troas the favorites by virtue of a win
phios would be awarded the moot
over Toledo Scott held recently in
tho local pool.
Ross won last
and second place winners in the
year's district nui't and took a
two relay events. The trophies are
close second to Canton McKinley at
gold plated and highly decorated
the state meet. Toledo Scott finish
and an> on display in the Univered third at Columbus in the 1940
ilty natatorium.
meet.
Sandusky will also have a
good outfit in an effort to stop
the defending champs.
Toledo Scott recently defeated
the Canton MeKinley mermen in
a close meet. If past records moan
anything there is a good chance
Friday—F llcon mrrmrn
for
the
1941
Ohio
Scholastic
travel to meet Ball State U.
Swimming Champ coming from
■ wimmera at Muncie, Inliana.
this section of the state.
Wood County high School
Some of the individual perforbasketball tournament.
mers expected to show their acquatic abilities are Benny Hayes, |
Saturday—Northwestern Ohio
Fremont's star performer, and
•chotMtic swim meet in natastate and junior A.A.U. breast
torium.
Preliminaries at 2
stroke champ, the Ross medley reand final* at S p. m.—W. C.
lay team of Kuntz, Huyes and
high
School
basketball tournaSpayd.
Scott will lie represented
ment.
by Hinds, who holds some stnte
records in the dash events.
Monday and Tuesday
The Falcon swimming mentor,
First two rounds of Varsity
Melvin Budd Cox, will act as meet
Club sponsored all-c a m p u s
munager. Ho stated that the prewrastling show.
liminaries would be run off at 2

Sports
Calendar

DeMolays To Sponsor

spring concert in correlation j favorite to cop the Conference
form sometime in the near meet at Oberlin next month for
future.
the fourth successive year. ■

Flying Sophs Win

Rollerjkatin* Party

^tirclaM CrOWD

Plans are being made for a
young peoples skating party to be
held at the Cory Skating Rink on
the night of Friday, March 7, 1941.
The party will be under the auspicies of the local chapter of DeMolay.
The party will feature games
and contests and prizes will be
awarded to the winners of the different events.
Tickets will be on sale at no increase in price and may be secured on the campus from members of the DeMolay organization,

The final game in Interclass
last night saw the champion
| sophomores taking on the freshmen.
Several games in the last
round of play were forced to be
canceled, but the sophs came out
with the best won and lost record
| in the league.
The sophomore team waa composed of Bill Salsbury, Ralph Coppier, Ed Baylees, Joe Fox, Paul
Jones, Harry Slawson, Lowell Sielschatt, Jerry Stark, Don Cunningham, and Scott Street, coach.
p|ay

somi-tinals will he held Tuesday evening, with the final round
scheduled for Thursday night.
The

amateur

grapplers

have

past several weeks, however, it is

still possible to enter the tournaniont. Any men Interested should
contact Joe Glander or Dale Good
nt the gym.
Although this is tho first year
of orgsnisad wrestling in the Uuiwrsity. it has nln-ailv becOBM a
popular sport, and there is the
possibility <>f it becoming an intoreolletfiate sport next year.
As in the recent boxing tournament, medals will be awarded the
winners and runners-up in the respective weight <'lasM->;. The price
of admission will be 10 cents for
students and 20 cents for adulta
throughout the tournament.
A
tournament ticket for the three
nights will be available.
Remember
the
Bobcat-Tiffin
Junior Order bend benefit genie,
Friday night.
EAT—

CAIN'S
Marcelle Potato Chip*
On All Occaiioni

Member Federal Reserve
Syrtea.

Bank Of
Wood County
Mrm.tr

Federal

Insurance

Deposit

Corp.

THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS GIVES YOU

EXTRA MILDNESS, EXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLAVOR

The Coxmen will be closing a
highly successful season with the
Ball State meet, if several items
are taken into consideration. In
comparison to last year's season,
in which the Falcons' ended up
with but one major tank victory,
that coming over a very weak University of Akron crew, this season's record of five wins in 13
starts is a distinct improvement.
Also it must be taken into consideration that the Falcons lost a
fine chance to have a much more
successful record when they lost
the services of Don Greetham, ace
point getter, at the semesters because of classroom difficulties. So
in all the Falcon's second year in
the acquatic sport has been very
successful.
Coach Cox will lose only one
man through graduation this year.
He Is Captain Jack Doane, who
has served as the team's captain
for the last two seasons. He has
been a big point getter in both the
breast and backstroke events.
So with the wealth of returning

f^T
^K^^flv'raity
P'"- the fine_-Ji
crop
r ./I
dancers
call
themselves! of. freshman
.'.™*™*
.„f
swimmers„ »
it would
'Dancers En Route" and one seem that the Falcons will have a
I of their com- still better season next year.
I parry is the faimous Elizabeth
I Waters, who Lords Drown Coxmen
I danced in HanDisplay Of Power
ly a Holm's
Smashing
four Ohio Conference
I group when it
I was presented swim records and sweeping every
Ihere three event, the powerful Kenyon College Lords paced by Sammy
I years ago.
Cooke,
ex-Massachusetts
prep
This
is
one
1
star easily swamped the
of the younger school
Falcon swimmers at the local naPAULINE groups of tatorium
Saturday afternoon to
AESCHLIMAN d a n c e rs and
the tune of 66-17.
they are beginning a trans- Sweeping into an early lead
jontinental tour, during which they never relinquished, the
which they will present con- Lords gave the finest exhibition
certs at several colleges all ever to be seen in the university
pool.
over the countryLast year the "Dancers En Sharing honors with Cooke were
Route" made a similar tour Capt. Howie Tanner and Tom
who slipped more than
and daneed in Mexico City Monohan,
five seconds off the existing reat the end of that tour.
cords of the 220 breast stroke
To animate their dancing, and 220 free style respectively.
diving, and dervising skills, Already boasting wins over
the Swan Club and the Mod- such topnotch outfits as Camiegie
ern Danes Club are going to Tech, Pitt and West Virginia, the
collaborate tap presenting■ *, Kenyon team will be odds—on

Prospective Grapplers
Report To Glander
In Gym

AND

LESS NICOTINE
than the average of the 4 other largest-telling
cigarettes tested—less than any of them—according
to independent scientific tests of the smoke itself
FIVE

of the largest-selling cigarettes ... the brands that most

of you probably smoke right now...were analyzed and compared by tests of the smoke itself. For, after all, it's what you
get in the smoke that interests you... the smoke's the thing.
Over and again the smoke of the slower-burning brandCamel—was found to contain less nicotine.
Dealers everywhere feature Camels by the carton. For convenience—for economy—get your Camels by the carton.
I. J. Rrjnold»Tob««Comp«nj. WlnlloD-StlHK. NorthCtrollnt
AT THE ROUNDHOUSE high up on Sun
Valley's famous Baldy Mountain, Dick Durrance (above) takes time out for another Camel.
"That Camel flavor is something special," he
says. "Never wears out its welcome."
And the answer is Camel's costlier tobaccos
in a matchless blend—they're slower-burning!

Try the slower-burning cigarette yourself.
Know the supreme pleasure of a smoke free
from the excess heat and irritating qualities of
too-fast burning . . . extra cool, extra mild.
Enjoy every flavorful puff with the comforting assurance of science that in Camels you're
getting leu nicotine in the smoke (above, right).

BY BURNING 25% SLOWER than the average of the 4 other lurgcet•elling brands tested—slower than any of them—Camels aleo give you a
■moltingplus equal, on the average, to 5 EXTRA SMOKES PER PACKI

CAMEL

73¥£
SLOIVER-BURNMG
C/GARETTE
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WEEKEND SOCIAL EVENTS INCLUDE
WILLIAMS HALL, SOPHOMORE DANCES

The CLA-ZEL
WED.-THUR.-FR1.-SAT.
Feb. 26-27-28, March. 1
Open 2:16 Sat.
Mickey Rooney, Lewis Stone in
"Andy

Hardy's Private

Secretary"
SUN.-MON.
March 2-3
Open 2:15 Sun.
Abbott and Costello
Andrew Sisters in

"BUCK PRIVATES"

Social events for the week-end are a bit on the "closed"
side, but most of us should find enough to do. If you-happen
to be the chosen one of a Williams Hall resident you will be
her guest at the spring formal to be given Friday evening
from 9 to 12 in Recreation Hall by girls of the dormitory.
The "Tom-tom Trot" promises to be one of the best formals
ever given by Williams Hall. SatThe Sophomore class will hold
urday evening the sophomore class
will hold a strictly closed dance a closed dance Saturday evening
and get-together in Recreation Hall in Recreation Hall with the emfrom 9 to 12. Dick Hanselman's
phasis on fun and a general getOrchestra has been engaged to
It will be a
play. You'll find more about these to-gether spirit.

campus events and others too, else- chance for Sophomores to get acquainted all over again and to alwhere on the page.
so make new acquaintances.
TUE.
Open 2:15
March 4
Dick Hanselman's Orchestra
The Recreation Hall will be
HONOR GUEST NIGHT
transformed by a jungle netting will play for dancing from 9 to
LARGE CASH AWARD
for the "Tom-tom Trot," WIL- 12 and there will be a special proPeggy
LIAMS HALL'S annual
formal gram of entertainment.
Ruth Hussey. Robt. CumFriday evening from 9 to 12. Curtiss is chairman of the entermings in
Jack Elton and his orchestra will tainment committee.
furnish the music for dancing.
Other committees are: band,
Invited guests for the evening Don Cunningham, chairman, Joe
j/VWVWVVVtrVVVSrVVMArWV
arc: Dr. and Mrs. Frank J. Prout. DeHaven, Georgia Wiesler. MarDr. and Mrs. H. B. Williams, Dean tha Walrath; refreshments, Marand Mrs. A. B. Conklin, Dean and ion Merickel, chairman,
Betty
Mrs. J. R. Overman, Dean and Loveland,
Ruth
Wilson,
Mary
P.difra.d, Gotham Gold
Mrs. Clyde Hissong, Dean and Elisabeth Beattie; decorations, Pat
Stripe
Mrs. Ralph G. Harshman, Dean A. Pratt, chairman, Noma Traub, Bill
America's best selling stockWrey Warner. Mr. and Mrs. E. Prosser, John Berriej programs,
ings now "Quality Tested"
J. Kreischer, Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Marjorie Hilt, chairman, Margaret
und stamped with the seal of
the Better Fabrics Testing
Crowlcy, Mr. and Mrs. Upton Pal- Smith.
Bureau.
mer, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Slater,
Mr. John Bunn and Coach M.
Mr. Charles Barrell, Mr. and Mrs.
B. Cox are the class sponsors. OfW. C. Iloppes, Mr. and Mrs. Morficers are president, Jim Showkier,
ris Hcndrickson, Mr. and Mrs.
vice president, John Curtis, secreJohn Bunn. Mr. and Mrs. Hertary, Jean Mersercau; and treasbert Zuhr, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
111 S. Muin St.
urer, Martha Jordan.
Whittaker, Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Glunder, Miss Gladys Burling. Mr.
A tea dance, the last in a series
Kenneth Cameron, Mr. and Mrs.
I.enn Fauley. Mrs. Thclma Cook, of three sponsored by PHRATRA
Mr. James ('. Reid, Mrs, Mary sorority, wus held in the recreation
Herriff and Mrs. Josephine James.
hall
Friduy afternoon.
Norm
Try our hamburgers
Robertson jjnd his orchestra furSEVEN
SISTER
Sorority
enNot* their fine flavored taste
tertained its rushees at various in- nished the music.
Their meat freshness

"FREE AND EASY"

HOSIERY QUALITY

Bon Ton Hat
Shop

HAMBURGERS—
Make This Test

Their softness of bun
Their richness of spice
Then you'll know why they're
tops.

Giant
Hamburg
If your hair is not becoming, you should
be coming to us.
Shampoo
50c
Waves
50c

Monty's
Beauty Salon
DIAL 2011

Just off campus on E.
Wooster St. is the
ideal, economical eating place for students
MF.AL TICKETS AT
10% DISCOUNT
MEALS FOR 26c

dividual slumber, theatre, dinner,
bowling! nnd skating parties during
the latter part of last week. Their
large rush party was held Monday night in the form of a Kid
Party in the Women's Lounge.
The decorations consisted of balloons, dolls, and stuffed animals.
Pink
lemonade,
popcorn
halls,
lollipops, animal
crackers, and
ice
cream
cones
were
served
throughout the evening. The following games were enjoyed: Hop
Scotch, Drop the Handkerchief,
King Around the Rosy, and Kiddy
Car Races. The sorority members
put on several skits and kitl songs'.
Small rubber balls engraved with
the sorority eusignia were given
as favors. The remainder of the
evening was spent in dancing to
kid records. Mary Honor Crowley,
Mary Elisabeth Beattie, and Ruth
Wilson composed the committee in
charge of the alTair.
The following were week-end
visitors at the house: Betty Ettinger,,Norma Sheer, Ruth Spackmah, and Marian Kneppcr.
Plans are now being made for
the
formal
dinner
which
the
Sevens arc giving March 7.
The
COMMONER
basketball
team defeated the town basketball
team of Monclova, 44-33 last Monday. Bruce Esterly, Bob Rice, Bill
Mahoney, Kenneth Parker, and
Richard Dunipace played.
Ray "Light, Joe Walker, Ron
Heilman were guests at the house
last week-end.

LOWIEiVS
We serve delicious Hot
Chocolate

Lloyd's Drug
Store

This coupon presented with
60c will clean and press a
Suit,
Topcoat,
Dress
or
Ladies' Coat.

Home Laundry and
Dependable Cleaners

"Walgreen Agency"
Everything a good
drug store should
be

Friday afternoon a group of the
Las Amigus alumni who live near
Bowling Green met in the apartment of Miss Wills to discuss
plans for attending the sorority's
spring formal in a body.
Ruth
Meek, president of the sorority,
represented the active chapter at
this meeting.

Seventeen man sccepted FIVE
BROTHER fraternity bids during
the first week of pledging. Among
the selected list are the following:
Geno Bolconi, Clarence Espen, Bob
Ertly, Donald Harriss, Carr Newcomer, Doug Meyers, Don Meyers,
Joe Ott, John Phillips, Wayne
Rudy, John Rhodes, Jack Moore,
Kenny Rothlesberger, Lowell Sielschott, Harold Stanford, Wallace
Unhoff, and George Vucovich.

Guest Conductor To

Approximately
16 0
couples
danced to the sweet and swing music of Charlie Baum and his orchestra at the annual Jr.-Sr. formal held in the Recreation Hall
last Saturday evening.

conductor of bands of Minnesota,

The decorations were simple and
were suggestive of a colonial atmosphere.
Emphasis was also
placed on the fact the prom was
being held on Washington's birthday by little red hatchets and
clumps of cherries placed about
the room.
t

give a concert here in the audi-

William's Hall
Girls—

Direct Concert Here
Gerald R. Prescott, well-known
has agreed to be guest conductor
of a combined concert band made

Look your best for the formal Friday night
Your hair
is important ... let us fix
H for you.

up of representatives from different colleges of Ohio, which will
torium on March 15 and 16.
Professor Earle E. Smith, direc-

Ideal Beauty
Shop
East Wooster Street

tor of local concert band, has announced that invitations have been
sent out to all the colleges of Ohio

to send representatives and he says
Ice-cream and crackers were
that 116 musicians are expected.
served during' intermission. DancThere will be no admission for
ing was from 9 to 12.
the concert.
Don Mason, President of the
Junior class, and Eloise Dyer and
Rex Moorhead, president of the
senior class and Jean Bear led the
OPTOMETRIST
Grand March .

SPRING'S COMING
Perk up those clothes

GREINER TAILOR
SHOP"

JESSE J. CURRY

ARROW SHIRTS
NECKTIES
DOBBS HATS

Use Our Budget Plan

LEITMAN'S MEN'S
WEAR

Tel. 9141

116 E. Court St.

It's part of the game
...to pause and

J

Treble Clef Will Present
Toledo Concert March 2

The Treble Clef, the university

Here's a drink thai is unique. It

Drink

never loses the freshness of
appeal that first charmed you.

(m<oe%

sense of complete refreshment.

l V'In urn- a lid

So when you pause throughout

ReJ i es»hi n '•

the day, make It me pause mot
refresh., with ice-cold Coca -Cole

YOU TASTE ITS QUALITY

Corsages And Flowers For Every Occassion.

lopno.WO/S ior

Bodied uautr •uojorirr ol The Coo-CoU Coapior br
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF TOLEDO

esterfield

it's the smoker's cigarette
COOLER, MILDER
BETTER-TASTING

MODEL
DAIRY

CHURCH SHOE
SHOP

The c.rd-.h.rk. of KOHL Hall
have been sharpening their wits
and formulating signals as the
card tournaments get into full
swing in the dormitory.
Bridge
and pinochle are the games in
which champions are to be established.
The bridge play-offs have not
started as yet.
After the first
round, the teams still in the running for the crown in the pinochle
tournament are those of Bates and
Tinwalde, Warren and Cramer,
Mossing and Bradford, McKenna
and Titgcmeyer, Kohntopp and
Berardi, Ison and Haver, Newman
and Bronson, and Unverfcrth and
Gorbey.

Jr.-Sr. Prom
Held In Rec. Hall

Members of the BEE
GEE
NEWS staff will hold a party this
evening in the lounge of the Women's Building from 8 to 10. The
affair will follow the regular meeting and will be for staff members
only. Max Hanke is in charge of
arrangments for the party. Faculty
guests will be Mr. and Mrs.
'South of the Border, down Mexico Way" might well have been the Jesse J. Currier and Mr. and Mrs.
theme of the Mexican Fiesta car- J. M. Cadwallader.
nival given by the THREE KAY
About 35 couples attended the
Sorority for a group of rushees
last week.
Miss Baird added the KOHL'Hall dance held last Frirealistic touch by displaying her day evening in the large dining
Mexican collection. The committee room of the hall. The Kohl Hall
in charge of the party included: orchestra provided music for dancSoft red. blue and white
Leliah Trombly, Marie Waltermire ing.
lights along the dance floor sugand Virginia Kline.
gested a
patriotic
note.
Refreshments of punch and cookies
were served during the evening.
Guests included: Dr. Frank J.
Prout, Dean A. B. Conklin, Mr.
and Mis. J. M. Cadwallader, Mr.
women's glee club, will give the and Mrs, John Bunn, Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Zuhr and Mr. James C.
Plans are being made for the first of their series of out-of-town
Reid.
Bill Prosser and members
informal rush party which will he concerts, Sunday evening. March
of the social committee were in
held at the sorority house Tuesday 2, at the Collinwood Methodist
Paul
Bishop, charge of the dance arrangments.
evening.
The
following
com- Church. Toledo.
mittees have been appointed: in- violinist, and Bob Farrcll. pianist
The FIVE SISTER Sorority Is
vitations, Dorothy Bright, llan- from the university's music dewill
accompnny
the huving a Smorgasbord or Swedish
nah Blackburn, Eleanor Cunning- partment,
Supper this Sunday evening for
ham ; arrangements, Agnes Drum- group.
Following the concert a recep- 20 girls.
mer, Jane Otis, Miriam LeiendeckThursday, they are having a
tion will he held.
On Saturday,
er; food, Betty Holcomb.
March 8, the group will begin tis Draftee Party, using the present
Mary Cross was appointed genannual tour which, this year, will conscription as the general theme.
eral chairman for the formal rush
take in a large section of the mid- They will have about 30 girls.
party.
For a week from next Wednesdle-west.
Due to ASCAP and
BMI conflictions the group may day the "Fives" are making plans
A George Washington Party not be able to broadcast from Fort for their formal dinner.
It will
was held in the Woman's lounge Wayne and Chicago as had been probably be held at the Five SisSaturday afternoon by the LAS plunned.
ter House.
AMIGAS Sorority in honor of
their rushees.
Decorations and
games were patriotic in theme.
Those in charge of the party were
Marcia Friesner, Alberta Smith,
and Nova Groll.

QUALITY DAIRY
PRODUCTS

CREPE SOLES
REPLACED

Kohl Hall Card Sharks
Will Name Champions

Bowling Green, Ohio

146 W. Wooster

Save 10% on
MEAL TICKETS

The LYRIC
Adulti (all lixti) XOc
FEB. 26-27
WED.-THUR.
Bing Crosby, Mavj Martin
In

'Rhythm On The River'
FRl.-SAT.
F.W. 2S-M.r
Open 2:16 Sat.
Bob Steele in

1

FOR BETTER
MEALS

Parrot
Restaurant

"Wild Horse Valley"
Pl«. "Kiag Of The Royal

Mo«»t.d"
SUN.-MON.

March 2-3

Open 2:15 Sun.
Chester Morris. Rochelle
Hudson in

"Meet Boston Blackie"
TUE.-WED.-THUR.
Mare*. 4-5-6
Tyrone Power, Linda
Darnell in

'Mark Of Torro"

Our Hamburgers
Are ....

It's called the SMOKER'S cigarette because Chesterfield it the
one cigarette that gives you a
COMKITtlY SATKFYINO smoke.

You try a Chesterfield and
find them COOL and PIIASANT.
You light one after another and
find they really TASTE BETTER. You
buy pack after pack and find
that Chesterfields are MHOfR.

You can't buy
a better cigarette

TASTY
TEMPTINC
TOPS

Whitehouse
Hamburg Shop
TRY OUR WINDOW
SERVICE

ZAs y#u /ntu^*; ftfe afa>7efi& Tfaf'£afafiM....&; fike jnwdew aaa>z0Z&
Crrrifki 1H1.

